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Purpose
 This small project was born out of a desire to rekindle my love of writing poetry. My engangement with words 
began when I discovered the power of a well composed sentence, and then my life changed when I found poetry. This 
was ages ago when I was a young curious child, reading poetry aloud in my bedroom. Now, as a cartomancer, I 
understand the nuance and fluidity of reading the images as poetry. Using this same approach, of reading the cards 
in the poetic language, I have created pithy poems with the purpose of answering one question, Who are you? This 
question was posed to each of the individual Tarot de Marseille Trumps or Majors, while shuffling the deck, allowing 
the full potential of the 77 cards to respond to this question. In this way, the iconic images of the majors interacted 
with the three cards drawn, creating a poetic tableau in response. 
 In many ways, this was a personal quest for me as I sought to tap into my oracular energy, while also 
engaging in a one on one conversation with each of the Majors. As you can see if you skip ahead, a picture of the 
spread is included so that you can see what the cards themselves had to say. 
 I hope you enjoy my lyric inspiration and the journey. These were all created spontaneously and in the 
moment of the draw.
 The deck I have used in the pictures is The Spanish Tarot published by Heraclio Fournier, Spain. 

-Natalia Forty of La Maga Tarot



1
The Magician

I am 
The curving path that seeks a way,

A lucky coin,
A pregnant opportunity,

I shuffle my tools
Commanding their function at will.
My present, in constant formation,

Tenaciously mixing and awakening possibilities,
Coaxing power with flair,

My never-ending restlessness seeking expression.
Therein lies the strength of my cunning,

Perspicacity and acuity my constant companions.
What are the limits to my power?

2
The High Priestess

   I am 
   The veil that girds knowledge,

   The inward seeker,
   Both master and student 

   Containing manifold wisdom. 
   My thoughts are cyclcing wheels,

   An eso- and exo- of the -teric,
   That which contains the seed of truth,

   Transformation,
   A procreative universe.

   Seek me and you will find fruit,
   The perfect synthesis of gnosis,

   A sceptor and a shield.
   The one who holds the book

   The book that holds the words
   The words inscribed within.



3
The Empress

I am 
The orchestrator of wealth and resources.

My way is fecund and fertile,
The path of inspiration,

A gyre of creation and surpluss,
Riches.

There is no want in me
For I open the triumphant way,

Shepherding treasures through the thresholds of 
Verdant pastures.

My eye is ever watchful of what lies ahead,
As I usher my present forward. 

4
The Emperor

I am 
The icy blade that cuts through opposition,

The reigning conqueror and overseer.
My vision is as sharp as my weapon

And I never miss my mark.
I am

The bold ruler that upends polarization,
Centralized authority,

A face on a coin.
I embody my kingdom

By virtue of excellence and endurance,
And my crown is irrefutable and mighty.



5
The High Priest

I am 
The center that unites,

The power that orchestrates the lost,
Stability and order,

The fount of knowledge.
I replenish the cups of my acolytes

With the tonic waters of guidance and wisdom.
My eyes see beyond the fool

And my sceptor directs his path 
Towards the cornerstone of clarity.

Like a mother, 
I give the milk of gnosis 

To all those weary and led astray.

6
The Lovers

I am 
The frown that crinkles between your eyes,

Indecision.
The bluthering fool 

That cannot choose between two. 
I do not move,

Encased in my own cage.
I am 

That which fate handles with force
Like a fluttering leaf in the wind,

My aimless drift heavy with ambivalence 
And detachment.



7
The Chariot

I am 
A driving force, 

He who looks to the past and shapes the future,
The fool restrained,

Directed,
Driving through the gates of purpose.

I am 
Determination and grandeur,

Authority
Containing the restlessness of the wanderer.

Power,
The wand, my eternal complement.

I am 
Light and drive

Speed and precision
A vortex of focus.

8
Justice

I am 
The cool slice 

That divides the center,
The sharp eye 

That cuts through the superfluous.
My balance indiscriminate,

Precise and punctilious.
I am 

The one in the many
Arriving at the essential,

Discernment with strength,
A detached judge of excess.



9
The Hermit

I am 
The seeker of wisdom hidden in plain sight,

The potency of water,
The alchemy of patience,

Strength adorned with old age,
A mighty king draped with the passage of time,

The pursuer of the boundless and ineffable 
In the stars,

Of that which permeates in nature.
I am 

The eternal quest and the fount of spirit.
I am 

One and both
Old and young

Man and woman
Percolating essence 

The never ending spark.

10
The Wheel of Fortune

I am
  The timeless machinations of Fortuna,

The blazing wheel
The turning wheel.

I am 
Growth, cutting, and release,

The blade that cuts 
In the turning of change.

I am 
That which pushes out and discards,

Indifferance woven into the transit of life,
Inextinguishable

Imperishable
Constant mutability.



11
Strength

I am 
The steady hand 

That quiets gaping mouths, 
The commanding of force

And resolution of opposites.
My pulse is steadfast,
A permeating presence 

That dispels restlessness. 

12
The Hanged MAn

I am 
The cornered prisoner,
The Hanging moment,

The suspended breathe.
My life in the hands of another 

More powerful than I.
Stasis and paralysis,
The chains that bind
Impeding movment,

Drowning in a sea of options,
I see no way out of this cage.



13

I am 
Inevitable and swift,

Lurking in the shadows
Behind veils and portents.

My scythe levels the ground unceasingly,
Imposing sudden change,

Materilaizing
Out of the obscure crevices of the night,

Between muffled growls,
Amidst the dark reflection. 

14
Temperance

I am
The azure angel of balance,

Alchemy,
Exact clarity 

In the orbit of change.
I coalesce perfection

With the precision of swift and fluid movement,
The science of synthesis and fusion.



15
The Devil

I am
The point of origin beyond duality,

Sharp and ingenious,
A slithering vine, 

Existing within the crease of knowledge
I saturate life from end to beginning.

I am 
The keeper of hidden lore,

My two hands, 
Two ligatures that guard the book close.

16
The Tower

I am
The scepter that dismantles tension,

Stripped of power and armor,
Violence.

I am
Harmony divided,

The straight vine that impales the fortification,
The salty tears of duress 
Falling on bedeviled soil.



17
The Star

I am
The uncovered vessel 

Replenished continuously,
Feeding the sinews,

Moistening the joints,
The galloping hooves of the horse 

Unencumbered and playful,
A reservoir of dreams
Passions and desires.

I am 
Unfettered and open.

18
The Moon

I am
In medias res, 

The crossroads, 
A table of possibilites with no path in sight,

Conjured illusions 
In the midst of lofty aspirations,

Disparate odds and ends
Laden with a suspended sigh,

The growl of frustration
As uncertainty arises,

A chimera
In the land of dreams and shadows.



19
The Sun

I am
A flowering light,

The Symmetry of fullness,
A piercing knife that cuts through density

Exposing clarity and delight.
I am

A meeting of two 
Three, or more,

A coming together 
Of luminescence and lucidity. 

20
The Judgement

I am
The call to bloom,

A light that alights on standing bodies,
Stirring the self with a stimulus of vitality,

Urging movement and connection,
Divine, Other.

I am
The trumpet of enlightement 

Calling the seekers.  



21
The World

I am 
Cyclical completion,

Elevated,
A coming forth out of the womb,

The fertilized seed,
A ring of shelter that harbors the self,

The nurtured nucleus.
I am

On occasions, constriction
When outside forces impose.

The Fool

I am 
The one who abandoned order 

Distant roads ago,
Choosing instead to follow winding paths 

To the fancy of my whims.
I hold no sceptor and sit on no throne,

Having exchanged a shield 
For a wily companion

Whose claws taunt all my meanderings.
I have no clear goal in sight,

Only indulgence bordering on fooslishness.
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